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Big ideas to tell everyone who PEET is.

FANTASTIC FAMILY COMPETITION

The Concept

This is a competition that offers the chance for any family member to share something fantastic about

their family.

Most families have a story to tell about a “fantastic” experience – perhaps a member has done

something fantastic like winning an Olympic Gold Medal, saving a life, or achieving 100% in a school

exam. Or, maybe it’s just those little supportive love notes a parent puts in their child’s lunch box – a

little gesture to many, but it means the whole world for that child.

It may be someone has done something fantastic for that family, such as providing them with love,

meals when they’re ill, financial assistance, or even a house to live in. Perhaps a division was caused

by war or simple argument, separating the family for years and years – now, through passion of the

heart, they are united again.

The stories can encompass a family of any kind – couples, couples with their pets, single parents with

one/two or ten children, step-families and blended families, four generations or just a household of

friends that see themselves as “family”.

And whether the stories are about the family video night, camping weekends or massive family

reunions, this will draw out some fantastic stories finalising in a fantastic result!

The beauty of the use of the word “fantastic” means that it can apply to just about anything – it has

such a wide understanding. It describes experience and emotion. It doesn’t overpromise or make a

statement that the word “greatest” would suggest. Fantastic expresses what has been important to

each particular person or family. A realistic word that will resonate with our target markets.

The Competition

How to enter

Entrants submit via the PEET microsite, with a photograph and description of their Fantastic Family

story. The story to be maximum 50 words.

The prize

$20,000 cash! How this can be spent is totally up to the winner – let the family decide!

Why not consider?

A donation to another family – The Smith Family. Good word play, lovely connotations.

Perhaps the winner can be given the honour of presenting the PEET cheque to The Smith Family.

Competition mechanics

Pre-promotion

The competition entry will be promoted via radio, press and online to gather together the

entrants with the photograph and story.

We see the pre-promotion period being 2 weeks.

Entry to the competition closes.

The competition

People must then vote for the most fantastic family photo story culminating in a top 10 finalists

list. It’s anticipated that families will encourage friends, neighbours, contacts – family! via links



and facebook – to go to the PEET microsite and vote – and ensure their fantastic family wins

the $20,000!

This promotion period should take maximum 2 weeks to maintain momentum.

Ultimately the winner is chosen from 10 finalists by a PEET panel.

Winner announcement

Live on radio at 8am Friday – peak listening time to broadcast the excitement of their family

winning the fantastic prize of $20,000.

Post-promotion

Radio in the week following the winner announcement should carry a “congratulations from

PEET” message with confirmation of the winner “moment” and a word-snapshot of their

Fantastic Family story.

Throughout

Cross-promotion should take place via the radio station’s website, with pre-promote/how to

enter details, and link through to the PEET microsite.

The PEET microsite

Reinforcing the $20,000 Fantastic Family Competition will be the featuring of a range of family pictures

– wacky, straight, and creative.

It’ll explain “what a family is” – for example an adult aged over 15 that shares a dwelling with at least

another … ); the competition deadlines (for the photo/story, then for the voting; how the winner is

decided; how the prize money is awarded, legals and any other pertinent information.

Copy explains how to submit entries – size, file format, maximum number of words, etc.

Copy also informs how to vote for your Fantastic Family, once the actual entry closes.

Radio content & support

In the pre-promote, the promotion and post-promotion stages, radio is critical to take the message to

the streets.

Lock in with a family-friendly radio station and inspire listeners to call in with their Fantastic Family

stories – pointing to entries, and later, voters to the PEET microsite.

Throughout the campaign, the radio announcers (by nature, quite exuberant) may have their own

stories to share. From here, callers would compete and “out-fantastic” each other. The best story of

the day wins a family pack of 4 movie tickets.

Work copy along the lines of :

PEET brings land to life for families with their $20,000 Fantastic Family Competition.

PEET wants to know your fantastic family story, so here’s your chance to show and tell.

Whether it’s world shattering or something small, this is your chance to tell the world about

your fantastic family – AND the chance to win $20,000!

It’s simple. Go to PEET.com/fantasticfamily, upload a photograph of your family together with

your fantastic story, by 31/xx/11.

You’ll find terms and conditions there too.

PEET brings land to life for families – plus you could win with their $20,000 Fantastic Family

Competition!

Point of Sale

Point of sale to feature a range of eclectic family photos around the home. Some wacky, some formal.

(Headline) PEET. Bringing land to life for families.



Fantastic Family Competition

Win $20,000

(Copy) Tell the world about your fantastic family.

Whether it’s world shattering or something small, it doesn’t matter, this is your chance to win $20,000!

It’s simple. Just go to PEET.com/fantasticfamily, upload a photograph of your family together with your

fantastic story in 50 words or less.

Then lobby all your friends, family and loved ones to vote for your story, to make sure you’re in the

running to win $20,000!

PEET brings land to life for families –

With their Fantastic Family Competition!

peet.com/fantasticfamily

(legal/pointer to website for Terms & Conditions)

Bumper stickers

My family is fantastic!

PEET. Bringing land to life for families.

In the air

Over the campaign weekends, a helicopter dangles a large sign from under its carriage, and circles

from the beaches to the outer suburbs.

Sign reads: PEET’s Fantastic Families Competition. Win $20,000. peet.com/fantasticfamily

Concept continuity

Signage in PEET communities

Outside and within PEET communities, erect signs that read:

Building a fantastic future for families.

PEET. Bringing land to life for families.

PEET’s Fantastic Family Day

An annual event to be held in PEET community parks. Residents will be encouraged to invite their

families and friends along to experience (and possibly buy into) the PEET way of life.

On a late Saturday afternoon, PEET hire jumping castles, pony rides, kids’ portable zoo, etc. We also

hand out free, helium-filled, PEET-branded balloons. Subsidise a photographer to take posed family

portraits. Parents are invited to barbecue while their kids join in the activities.

The main event, as dusk falls, is to arrange chairs for a Fantastic Family movie in the park. This free

event should reinforce residents’ satisfaction with life in a PEET community, and encourage their

friends to consider it.

This Fantastic Family Campaign enforces the belief that not only do PEET provide lifestyle changes to

families and where they live; the brand is also interested in how they live. The highs and lows, the

victories, the fantastic times when being part of a family is absolutely the best feeling in the world.

With the emotion, humour and experiences expressed in this event, PEET will become top-of-mind as

the family-friendly developer – trusted and supportive. Not unlike family, itself.


